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International Agricultural Trade Research Consortium

Foundation Overview
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How We Got Started
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1994

2000

2006

Bill and Melinda
read an article
about rotavirus.

They officially
create the
foundation.

Warren Buffett
decides to give
Berkshire Hathaway
stock.
New Division –
Agricultural
Development
Launched

Core values of the foundation:
All lives—no matter where they are being led—have equal value.
To whom much has been given, much is expected.

Guiding Principles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

This is a family foundation driven by the interests and passions of the Gates family.
Philanthropy plays an important but limited role.
Science and technology have great potential to improve lives around the world.
We are funders and shapers — we rely on others to act and implement.
Our focus is clear — and limited — and prioritizes some of the most neglected issues.
We identify a specific point of intervention and apply our efforts against a theory of change.
We take risks, make big bets, and move with urgency. We are in it for the long haul.
We advocate — vigorously but responsibly — in our areas of focus.
We must be humble and mindful in our actions and words. We seek and heed the counsel of
outside voices.
10. We treat our grantees as valued partners, and we treat the beneficiaries of our work with respect.
11. Meeting our mission — to increase opportunity and equity for those most in need — requires great
stewardship of the money we have available.
12. Last, but not least, we leave room for growth and change.
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FOUNDATION OVERVIEW

Grantmaking Areas

50%
Global Health
Program
Discover, develop,
and deliver life saving
health solutions to
people that need
them most

25%
Global Development
Program
Increasing opportunities for
people in developing
countries to lift themselves
out of hunger and poverty

25%
United States
Program

$2.8 billion in grants in 2008; ~$20 billion since inception
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Greater opportunity for all
Americans through the
attainment of secondary and
postsecondary education

GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT

Our Areas of Focus
Global Development makes grants in the following 4 areas:

Agricultural
Development

Science & Technology
Farmer Productivity
Market Access
Policy & Statistics
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Financial
Services
for the Poor

Policy &
Advocacy

Special
Initiatives

Water, Sanitation & Hygiene
Global Libraries
Urban Poverty
Emergency Relief

Agricultural Development
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Developing countries and donors have
underinvested in agriculture
Sub-Saharan African Gov’ts
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
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Agriculture as
% of GDP

Ag as % of
gov’t budget

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Our Approach
• Focus on small farmers; most are women
• Build strong partnerships
• Work across the full agricultural value chain
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AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Focus on sub-Saharan Africa (90%), and
South Asia (10%)
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AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Support the Full Range of Farmers’ Needs
We know there’s no single, simple solution. We take a
comprehensive approach, from seed to sale. We are very new and
expect to learn from our mistakes.
1. Science & Technology
• Research and development
on crop improvement
issues

2. Farmer Productivity
• Quality seeds
• Irrigation

• Fertilizer
• Education
and training

3. Market Access
• Access to information
• Access to new and
existing markets
• Structured demand

4. Policy & Statistics
• 11
Data and statistics

• Research and analysis

• Advocacy and policy change

• Learning and improvement

2008 Agricultural Development

2008 Agricultural Development Grantmaking
Total Commitments in 2008:
Total Commitments (2006-2008):

$445 million (38%)
$1,180 million (100%)

New Grant Payout in 2008:
Subsequent Payments in 2008:

$153 million (69%)
$67 million (31%)

Total Grant Payout in 2008:

$221 million (100%)

Average 2008 Grant:

$6.2 million

Top 10 Grant Commitments:

$282 million (66% of total)

Number of Grants Approved:

69 (55%)

Total Grants in Portfolio including 2008:

125 (100%)

Program Officers Responsible:

21
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2008 Agricultural Development

New 2008 AgDev Grants by Initiative

Initiative

Commitments $m

%

2008 Payout $m

%

Science & Technology

184.5

41%

59.6

39%

Farmer Productivity

76.9

17%

21.3

14%

Market Access

158.8

35%

63.7

41%

Policy & Statistics

28.2

6%

9.3

6%
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Top 10 Agricultural Development Grantees
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Alliance for a Green Revolution
(AGRA )

$265 M

World Food Program

$75 M

TechnoServe

$48 M

CIMMYT

$43 M

Heifer

$43 M

IFPRI

$43 M

AATF

$42 M

IDE

$41 M

UNF

$30 M

Cornell

$27 M

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Science and Technology
Strategy:
varieties that help farmers increase their yields
and the efficiency of their use of inputs like water
and fertilizer.
• Decrease farmer risk/volatility: Develop and
distribute varieties that help farmers cope with
droughts, floods, disease, and pests, as well as
to help them with environmental adaptation
• Enabling improved nutrition: Support efforts to
improve micronutrient availability in staple
crops, and the diversity of crops farmers grow
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International Rice Research Institute / Ariel Javellana/CPS

• Increase productivity: Develop and distribute

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Science and Technology
Grantmaking Priorities:

• Crop Improvement is the highest
leverage area for R&D

• Crop management is essential to make
• Seed systems seed delivery has been a
key constraint, even when R&D succeeds
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International Rice Research Institute / Ariel Javellana/CPS

best use of improved crops & inputs

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Science and Technology
Representative Grants:
• Tropical Legumes II (ICRISAT, $21 M) – to enable small farmers in drought-prone areas
in Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia to increase yields of tropical grain legumes

• Water Efficient Maize for Africa (AATF, $42M) – To develop drought-tolerant maize for
small farmers in Africa
• Wheat Rust (Cornell University, $27M) – to develop improved rust resistant wheat
varieties to protect resource-poor farmers
• Stress-Tolerant Rice for Africa and South Asia (IRRI, $20M) – to develop and
disseminate of rice varieties that can survive flood, drought, and other stresses in SubSaharan Africa and South Asia
• HarvestPlus (IFPRI - $45M) – to reduce micronutrient deficiencies in developing countries
by breeding higher levels of essential micronutrients into staple crops
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AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Science and Technology
Grant Profile: “Drought Tolerant Maize for Africa,”
International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT)
Approach:
•
•
•
•

$40 million for five years
Research and develop varieties with farmer input
Test and release varieties on a country-by-country basis
Scale up seed production and distribution by building
capacity of local seed companies

Expected Outputs and Outcomes:
• Reduced risk of crop failure, increased food security, and greater farmer
investment in seed, fertilizer, and other basic inputs
• Increase average maize production of 20 – 30 % for small farmers
• Benefit 30 – 40 million people in Sub-Saharan Africa
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AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Farmer Productivity
Strategy:
• Improved Inputs: Improvements in soil health
and water management
• Improved knowledge: Expand small farmers’
access to improved knowledge for decision
making
• Focus on women: Ensure improved
technologies are relevant and accessible to
women who make up the majority of farmers
in Africa
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AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Farmer Productivity
Grantmaking Priorities:
• Improved Inputs
• Soil health (integrated fertility management, access

to fertilizers)
• Water management (small-scale irrigation, watershed
management)

• Supporting Systems
• Human capital development (entrepreneurship,
leadership training)
• Extension systems (information technology, farmer
organizations, new models)
• Gender investments (mentorships for women,
mainstreaming)
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AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Farmer Productivity
Representative Grants:
• Soil Health Program (AGRA, $160M) – to replenish Africa’s depleted soils through
integrated soil fertility management and increased access to fertilizer

• Micro-irrigation in Tanzania (KickStart, $6M) - to develop improved small-scale pump
technologies, expand nationally the market distribution network for pumps, and monitor
the impact on smallholder farmers in Tanzania
• Small Farmer Water Issues (International Water Management Institute, $9M) • Agricultural MSc degrees (RUFORUM, $12M) – to strengthen African agriculture by
training 240 African MSc students who work on issues related to small farmers, and to
improve agricultural research and curricula
• Mentoring African Women Scientists (AWARD, $13M) – to train 360 African women
scientists, and to create a mentor network to ensure they successfully transition into
agricultural positions
• Using ICT in Agriculture (Southern Africa NGO Network, $2M) – to identify ways in
which small farmers in Sub-Saharan Africa can benefit from mobile phones
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AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Farmer Productivity
Grant Profile: “Radically Affordable Irrigation Technology”
International Development Enterprise
IDE’s Approach
• $13 million for four years
• Focus on water management affordability
• Design technologies with the smallholder farmer
• Link prototype innovations to markets
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AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Market Access
Strategy:
• New models to develop and market crop and
livestock products
• New partnerships with public and private sector
actors to expand small farmers’ access to new
and existing markets, and to improve
efficiencies in their marketing of goods
• New tools and technologies to improve
quality, reduce transaction costs, and
increase efficiency
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AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Market Access
Grantmaking Priorities:
• Structured demand
• Local sourcing for school feeding, other social
programs; connecting w/ markets (Middle East, E.
Europe)

• Cash crops
• Market opportunities like cocoa, cashew,
and cotton; fruits, vegetables,
alternative crops

• Livestock
• Livestock vaccines; delivery systems for
livestock inputs

• Enabling mechanisms
• Trading facilities, post-harvest technologies,
market info systems
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AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Market Access
Representative Grants:
• Purchase for Progress (WFP, $66M) – to help the WFP, the largest purchaser of staple
crops in Sub-Saharan Africa, purchase food for its school feeding programs from local

farmers
• Capturing More Value from Cashews (GTZ, $25M) – to help 150,000 African cashew
farmers improve their processing capabilities so they can fetch higher prices and increase
their incomes by 50 percent
• Developing Dairy Systems (Heifer International, $43M) – to help 179,000 dairy farmers
in East Africa double their dairy related incomes through improved animal health, and
better ways to chill, store, and sell their surplus on the formal market
• Improving Storage to Increase Trade (Purdue University, $11M) - to prevent postharvest loss of cowpeas and increase regional trade in West and Central Africa by
developing a new non-chemical hermetic storage system
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AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Market Access
Grant Profile: “Connecting Coffee Farmers to Premium Markets,”
TechnoServe
Approach:
• $47 million for four years
• Expand access to ―wet mills‖ where farmers can
process high-quality coffee, and business training
on operating the wet mills efficiently
• Provide training on sustainable agronomy practices
• Provide training on coffee tasting and quality assurance
Expected Outputs and Outcomes:
• 180,000 coffee farmers to double their coffee-related incomes
• 10,000 tons of coffee washed at mills
• 35 new cupping facilities available to coffee farmers
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AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Policy and Statistics
Our Strategy:
• Improve the evidence base that is
necessary for better agricultural investment
and policy decisions.
• Support analysis, outreach and advocacy
for evidence-based decision-making.
• Invest across the “policy wheel,” including:
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•

Data and statistics

•

Research and analysis

•

Advocacy and policy change

•

Policy implementation

•

Impact and learning

Agricultural Development

Our Policy Wheel
• Track performance against objectives
• Articulate lessons learned
• Take corrective actions to refine goals,
revise theory of change, and update
strategy

• Develop policy-relevant data

5

Monitoring,
evaluation &
priority setting

systems

1

Data &
Statistics

• Create greater accessibility of data
• Build capacity to collect and use
data

• Strengthen policy networks,

•

mobilize stakeholders, and
build capacity amongst
decision-makers
Mobilize stakeholders and
build capacity

4

Implementation
2

3

Deliberation,
negotiation &
policy selection

• Understand the policy context
• Disseminate data and policy analysis
• Develop strategy (e.g. entry points, processes,
28

communications, external relations)

• Build networks through external relations

Research &
Policy
Analysis

•
•
•
•
•

Develop understanding of issues
Build analytical tools
Evaluate policy options
Prioritize according to criteria
Develop capacity for policy
analysis

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Policy and Statistics
Grantmaking Priorities:
• Sub-Saharan Africa:
• Support improved enabling environment for

agricultural productivity growth
• Mobilize investment in agriculture

• South Asia:
• Promote rural growth and improved nutrition
in lagging regions

• Cross-cutting:
• Respond to emerging trends
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AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Policy and Statistics
Representative Grants:
• Harvest Choice (IFPRI, $4.7 M) – to support strategic investment choices in agricultural
technology development using a state of the art model integrating geospatial data on
•

•
•
•
•
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agricultural production, market and trade information, and human welfare
Living Standards Measurement Study (World Bank, $18.9 M) – to support nationally
representative household survey panels with detailed agricultural modules in seven subSaharan African countries
Village Level Studies (ICRISAT, $9.9 M) – to support intensive household panel surveys
in Eastern India and Bangladesh to track changes in rural poverty
Biofuels and the Poor (Stanford University, $3.7 M) – to model the impacts of biofuels
on the poor globally and in select case countries in Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia.
Country Stat (FAO, $5.6 M) – to construct nationally owned and harmonized platforms for
agricultural statistics at the sub-national level in 17 African countries
Vulnerability Assessment and Mapping (WFP, $7.5 M) – to conduct comprehensive
food security assessments and monitoring in 16 sub-Saharan African countries

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Policy and Statistics
Grant Profile: “Collaborative Masters’ in Agricultural and
Applied Economics,” African Economic Research Consortium
Approach:
• $6 million for five years
• Pan-African masters program involving 12 universities
• Graduates targeted for employment in government
ministries, research institutes, NGOs, and agribusiness
• Strengthen network for agricultural economics research
• Upgrade teaching and research capacity at weaker universities

Expected Outputs and Outcomes:
• 282 MSc graduates across three cohorts
• Cadre of African professionals with tools and knowledge to improve African
agricultural policy
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Thank you
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